prospective applications
oi models
to forecasting2
Abstract

Effective reasoning, analysis and communication regarding natural phenomena require the use of models
to render tractable the complexities of nature. This
paper attempts to put into perspective the proper roles
of different types of models to maximize the effectiveness of their utilization. The advances in short term
forecasting envisioned for the 1970's from full implementation of new knowledge, models and technology
will materialize only if the managers and researchers
join in an interagency effort to provide the operational
meteorologists with the education, techniques, tools
and, particularly, the challenging working environment
needed to fully develop man's role in forecasting. A
program to meet these requirements is outlined.
The types of models discussed include: descriptive
or synoptic, dynamic or analytic, numerical or physical,
statistical or optimized. The uses of models discussed
include: education (basic concepts), research (experimental), operations (customized). Since the operational
meteorologist is responsible for the intelligent use of
these types of models, he must continually update his
training and properly understand the potential contributions of the models.
It is anticipated that during the 1970's routine computer models will become more refined and specialized
data such as trajectories and probabilities will become
more common. Highly specialized products will be available from special purpose models on a special request
basis as field forecasters gain access to remote terminals.
Also, forecasters will have access to specialized consultants when unusual events or unusual forecast requirements arise. Background materials will be provided to
the applied meteorologists so that he may gain physical
understanding from educational and research models
1 This work was supported in part by National Science
Foundation GA-1595 and much of the work was done while
the author was a Visiting Scientist at the National Center
for Atmospheric Research which is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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including systematic numerical experiments. Communication advances will provide for dynamic (motion picture) displays of radar, synchronous satellite, weather
map and weather forecast data.
Only if the operational forecasters do receive the
necessary management and scientific support, will their
jobs be challenging and attractive to highly motivated
and qualified students; only then will the customers of
specialized short term forecasts receive the benefits made
feasible by science and technology.
"We form for ourselves images or symbols of external objects; and the form which we give them is such that the
necessary consequents of the images in thought are always
the images of the necessary consequents in nature of the
things pictured." H. Hertz (1894)
1. Introduction

The above quote from the introduction to Heinrich
Hertz's book is reputed to have been a favorite of V.
Bjerknes (Godske et al., 1957). Such an exacting concept
of models is too restrictive and Godske in his general
introduction to the summary of classical Norwegian meteorology (Godske et al., 1957) provides for approximate
models of either descriptive or theoretical nature.
"Owing to the complexity of atmospheric phenomena, in
many cases we cannot arrive at models which can be treated
by mathematical methods and at the same time give a sufficiently correct picture of atmospheric conditions. We must,
therefore, introduce two different kinds of image or model;

we shall call them dynamic models and synoptic models. Dy-

namic models are obtained by simplification from the fundamental equations of motion characteristic of the atmosphere, and can be discussed by mathematical methods.
Synoptic models, on the other hand, are obtained by simplification of the complex motions actually observed on
weather maps; although they cannot be discussed in a way
that is entirely satisfactory from the theoretical point of
view, they must always be chosen so that their general study
is based upon sound physical principles. The two types of
model will, in due time, approach each other, and lead to
dynamic-synoptic models. Some of the models applied today
are probably not very far from that state of perfection."
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The operational meteorologist is sometimes disturbed
by the contrast between the simplified synoptic models
he sees in the textbooks and the complex systems he
sees on the weather map. He is even more unnerved by
the neglect of what he believes to be fundamental physical factors in the dynamic models he is asked to consider.
He realizes that approximations are necessary to make
problems theoretically tractable but he is unsure as to
how applicable the results will then be to real situations. Sutcliffe (1952), in his excellent review of synoptic
weather forecasting, considers the advantages and limitations of synoptic models and concludes: "There is
little doubt that that each model describes a type of
dynamical evolution which is in a sense self-contained
and tends to carry through according to type once initiated. There is also no doubt that the study of such
models is of real practical value, but it is also treacherous. Once a forecaster visualizes a model he is in danger
of being blinded to any other possibility and may even
discard direct pointers, even obvious tendencies, which
do not support his picture."
Scorer (1968) in discussing air pollution and models
warns that theories, models and formulae are not generally applicable and cannot be because of the complexities and varieties of atmospheric situations. Thus,
he emphasizes ". . . seeing the mechanisms in action so
that one can quickly learn from eye observations what
happens with a greater quantitative precision than by
theoretical formulae." He warns . . it is always naive
to choose the form an answer will take before an investigation is complete, and it is now widely appreciated
that the formulae are valuable mainly in helping the
inventor or user of them to appreciate more clearly the
origin of the endless variety of situations we find."
The justification for simplification in modelling is
supported by consideration of the nature of facts (Chorley et al., 1967). It is pointed out that particular events
are all different but common characteristics exist which
provide an orderly basis from which to approach another particular event. Furthermore the importance is
stressed "of seeking for relevant pattern and order in
information, and the related ability to rapidly disregard
irrelevant information." Quoting Van Duijn (1961), "It
is the capacity for pattern-seeing and not the actual surveying of the landscape which explains this rapidity" (of
scientific development).
Whether, and to what extent, a model should be believed or used is discussed from the operational standpoint by Skilling (1964). He feels that a model has a
particular probability of being correct and a finite range
of applicability. When to use a given model is to be
determined from common sense plus experience in its
operational performance. Then he summarizes with
the opinion that . . one can do no better than to
believe what he believes it is good to believe."
The point is that modelling is an essential tool of
science and the operational meteorologist is faced with
the responsibility of comprehending the significance of

a variety of types of models. Not only are there the
synoptic and dynamic models in the previous quote from
Godske, but there are a multitude of numerical models
and statistical models. Furthermore, the nature, role
and, hence, the applicability of models depend upon
the use for which they are designed. "Textbook models"
usually are designed to clearly convey a basic concept
rather than a complete natural event. Research models
are designed to evaluate specific factors under very special conditions. Operational models try to be realistic
but they are restricted by data and time limitations and
are tailored to provide answers in the form desired by
certain customers.
Educational and research models will provide the
basic knowledge and understanding of the atmosphere
necessary for professional performance in the field of
applied meteorology. The organization of weather services will have a decisive influence upon who will receive special training and will then have the opportunity
and responsibility for properly utilizing different types
of operational models in the coming years.
Certainly the task of weather forecasting during the
1970's will require the use of numerous new models of
various types. The purpose of this paper is to put into
perspective the proper roles of the different types of
models to maximize the effectiveness of their utilization.
The discussion will be organized as shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Organization of models and topics as discussed
in this paper.

The characteristics of the different types of models will
be contrasted; the influence of the intended use of
models on the way in which they can aid or hinder the
applied meteorologist will be discussed; and the availability of operationally useful models will be considered in terms of the organizational structure of weather
services. The sub-titles in the classification scheme are
intended to reduce the inherent ambiguity in the types
of models to be included in the different sections.
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2. Types of models

a. Descriptive (synoptic) models. The descriptive
model is basic to synoptic meteorology as it provides a
simplified view of an ideal weather system with a substantial amount of physical consistency. These models
are used to obtain a three or even four-dimensional
feeling for how the atmosphere is organized. Such models are extremely useful for constructing reasonable
analyses in greater detail than the limited observations
will permit from an objective standpoint. With the
model in mind the analyst can disregard "unrealistic"
data thereby filtering out both data errors and small
scale features that cannot be adequately resolved. The
model serves the important function of providing an
orderly basis from which to approach a complex particular event. Frontal model analyses also call attention to those general regions in which the weather may
be active.
The classical frontal models include the distribution
of sensible weather elements (clouds and precipitation).
These model patterns are much less complex than any
individual storm and are representative of the climatological mean distribution. For example, the frequencies
of different types of weather in 14 different sectors on
a time section through an occluded frontal system were
computed by Kreitzberg (1964) from a sample of 24
cases. The results show that a model consisting of the
most frequent event in each of the 14 sectors of the
storm was essentially identical with the Norwegian
model (Godske et al 1957). However, the probability
of a particular storm resembling the most frequent
model in all 14 details was less than 1% and resemblance in the 6 grossest details had a probability under
14%.
While one could worry about how well different synoptic models work in different parts of the country, the
essential fact is that the model can depict no more than
the mean condition with the variable features filtered
out. As such, the model provides the forecaster with a
first guess based on synoptic climatology. The challenge
to the forecaster is to utilize knowledge of local conditions and observational data for a particular storm to
predict the departure of events in this particular storm
from the synoptic climatological first guess.
Another type of descriptive model is that which is
designed to clearly portray the essential features of a
particular process or type of weather system. This type
of model serves an educational function but does not
provide the optimum first guess field unless the situation is clearly dominated by the particular process or
system modelled.
The roles of the two types of descriptive models, the
mean system versus the special system which may or
may not be frequent, are very different and the operational meteorologist must not confuse them.
b. Dynamic (analytic) models. These models reveal
how different quantities or parameters are interrelated
and how particular processes will operate in response to
v

the laws of nature. Also, mathematically formulated
models make up for their obscurity to the non-mathematician by permitting use of the deductive power of
mathematics to reach conclusions that could not be
reached otherwise.
Since these models must be very specific they avoid
the ambiguity and vagueness that often plagues the
descriptive models. The reverse side of this coin is the
narrowness of dynamic models that results from the
requirement that they be specific. For dynamic models
to be tractable to their developer and, as importantly,
comprehensible to their user requires that they deal
with highly simplified conditions.
There are varying degrees of "dynamics" included
in theoretical (and numerical) models. Most models
restrict the dynamic interactions that they allow. Kinematic models take the wind field as given. Particle dynamic models take the pressure field as given and predict motions. Some models take diabatic heating as given
while others diagnose diabatic heating as a function of
the predicted developments. Very few models predict
surface (ground) temperature and moisture but rather
these conditions are prescribed.
Many models can be interpreted as consistency analyses, The more obvious conditions are specified and
less obvious implications are deduced from requiring
correspondence to basic laws. For example, if hydrostatic balance is specified, then one can diagnose the
vertical velocities that must occur to maintain this
balance. If quasi-geostrophic balance is specified, then
certain vertical motions can be deduced that, for example, insure maintenance of the thermal wind equation.
It is important that the applied meteorologists recognize the positive aspects of dynamic or theoretical models rather than rejecting them because they are oversimplified in their assumptions. The potential user
should accept the contribution to a deeper understanding of a specific process that such a model provides
instead of ignoring piecewise advances and asking for
complete solutions.
Oftentimes more can be learned from more restrictive
models because it is clearer why the results come out
as they do. The researchers are more likely to appreciate
the contributions furnished by highly restrictive models. Unfortunately, the applied meteorologist rarely has
access to information from these models in a concise,
intelligible form to permit his physical understanding
to steadily improve with the scientific advances.
c. Numerical (physical) models. Numerical models,
backed by electronic computers, provide quantitative results which may be either quantitatively correct or only
qualitatively correct. The need in weather forecasting
to rapidly deduce complex processes in view of large
quantities of observational data makes numerical models essential to future improvements.
Numerical models are adapted from dynamic or physical considerations but certain physical processes are
"parameterized." Parameterization is an outgrowth of
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the method of coefficients discussed by Scorer (1958).
In the method of coefficients, one deduces theoretically
that two quantities are proportional but the proportionality coefficients are deduced from experiments. In
numerical modelling with finite grid spacing, the problem of modelling physical processes is compounded by
the absolute inability to resolve scales less than twice
the grid interval and the practical inability to resolve
scales less than four or more times the grid interval
(due to the problem of non-linear instability). Thus the
model must have the effects of small scale processes expressed in terms of large scale parameters. This parameterization may achieve only a rather crude estimate of
the small scale influences.
In numerical integration of the forecast equations,
control of truncation errors often requires the use of
grid intervals much smaller than would seem necessary
to resolve the scale of features present in the model at
a single time. Thus, the observation spacing dictates the
appropriate grid spacing for the analysis model used
to establish the initial conditions, but the forecast model
may use a much higher resolution grid just to improve
the forecast of large scale features.
The practical problem of observing conditions that
control sensible weather developments is to some extent
insurmountable. This difficulty exists even for many
research purposes where real time forecasts are not necessary. Thus many research models will utilize synthetic
data to deduce the developments that result from hypothesized initial conditions. The operational value of
studies with this type of model arises from the increase
in knowledge of what sort of systems the atmosphere
can generate in view of physical laws. These studies will
delineate factors that are important from factors that
are inconsequential. These studies will also show what
observations are essential for predicting certain events
and, therefore, which events cannot be predicted without prohibitively expensive observations.
d. Statistical (optimized) models. Since observed sequences of events are recorded in our climatological data
banks, it is reasonable to think that statistical methods
and electronic computers could be used to empirically
relate weather elements to pre-existing conditions.
The pre-existing conditions could be either individual
weather elements or sets of weather elements or objectively defined synoptic systems or analogues. See for
example T. F. Malone in Petterssen (1956) or Christensen and Bryson (1966). Techniques are available to
rapidly seek out the best set of predictors of an event
from a large sample of possible predictors.
Such statistical methods can succeed where physical
understanding is completely lacking. The results of statistical studies can provide clues to physical understanding just as physical understanding can be a powerful tool
for properly framing the statistical problem by suggesting possible predictors and the forms that statistical
4 These truncation errors are the result of approximating
gradients at a point with finite differences.
4

relations should take. In any case, if a statistical model
works it can be used in spite of lack of understanding
of why it works until some better technique is developed.
In prediction of events that are effectively non-deterministic from available data or in predicting the integrated effects of large numbers of events, statistical models offer the only solution. Statistical models can be
used to predict the probabilistic structure of the response of some system to forcing functions for which
only probabilistic structures are known. Many engineering problems require knowledge of the expected range
of weather events or probabilities that certain extreme
events or a combination of events will occur during a
certain time interval. For such problems statistical models are not only the only practicable models but they
are often very powerful (Dutton et al., 1969).
Statistical methods play an important role in objective analysis techniques and in objective synoptic climatology studies. Statistical models are also used in the
development of parameterization schemes in numerical
models where one needs to know information on the
statistics of the unresolvably small systems.
On the other hand, disadvantages of statistical models arise from their lack of physical basis. It is difficult
to systematically gain physical insight by studying the
successes and failures of different predictors. When an
objective forecast scheme is developed for one location,
there is no way to apply it directly elsewhere because
the predictors need not have a direct relation to universal physical laws. The necessity for deriving special
objective forecast equations for each site is no problem
when digitized climatological data are available but it
is difficult to deal with new sites that lack an extensive
data record.
It is also difficult to integrate objective (statistical)
forecasts with dynamic or subjective forecasts because
the source of the statistical skill may or may not be
independent of the source of the dynamic or subjective
skill. For example, if the forecaster subjectively anticipates an event and the statistical model concurs, how
does the forecaster decide if two independent techniques
are predicting the event thereby giving a higher confidence of verification?
The psychological side effect of relying on an uncomprehensible statistical model is bad because if nature
appears to be uncomprehensible we are tempted to turn
forecasting over to persistence probability tables, or
something similar, and abandon rational physical scientific development. Much is said about the complementary nature of dynamic and statistical methods. Certainly they both have their proper roles and the ideal
is an integration of dynamic and statistical models as
needed within a rational physical framework. In the
meantime the successes of statistical models will serve
to prod the physically oriented meteorologist into ims By probabilistic structure is meant the appropriate statistics that summarize the variations; such as mean, standard
deviation, variance, etc.
5
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proving his knowledge so that physical models can be
developed that will explain or surpass the statistical
ones.
3. Uses of models

The proper interpretation of a model requires consideration of its designed use as well as its basic type. The
applied meteorologist can benefit greatly from educational and research models so long as they are not confused with operational models.
a. Education (basic concepts) models. Introduction of
new concepts requires that their essential elements be
outlined in simple, clear, idealized examples. Educational or textbook models are designed for this purpose.
For example, zero-order frontal models, in which a
frontal surface separates two different air masses each
of which is uniform, is excellent for initiating students
to frontal theory. In practice, however, the first-order
frontal theory is far more applicable wherein the temperature gradient is concentrated in a frontal zone of
finite width with the warm boundary defined as the
frontal surface (Godson, 1951). In reality and in the
first-order theory, fronts need not slope toward the
cold air and whether occlusions have a warm or cold
slope is independent of the relative coldness of the preceding and following air masses (Kreitzberg, 1964). Such
operational weaknesses in elementary models do not
mean that elementary models are "wrong" and should
be deleted from introductory textbooks; it means that
more advanced models must be applied when elementary
models are not applicable.
The requirement that formal education prepare students to adapt to developments in the five or ten years
after they leave school means that courses concentrate
on a wide range of fundamentals instead of currently
popular operational models. Also books and particularly textbooks have two or more years lag time between
selection of material and publication. Therefore it is
unrealistic to expect even advanced courses or texts to
contain the optimum models for operational purposes.
Educational models do provide the background knowledge upon which the applied meteorologist builds his
facility with current operational techniques.
b. Research (experimental) models. Research models
provide information on more specialized topics and on
more recent developments than educational models. The
specialized nature of these models means that they usually deal with a small part of the applied problem. The
current and experimental nature of these models means
that the results are more tentative than either educationally adapted or operationally tested models.
Research results are often not published in the form
the applied meteorologist would like; the style is usually
too formal and brief; the models are not designed for
real time general use; the form of the input parameters
and the type of output quantities may be unfamiliar to
practicing meteorologists. There is a need, therefore, to
have someone rephrase the model results so that groups

with operational requirements can pass the information
on to their meteorologists in the field.
c. Operational (<customized) models. These models are
usually tested with many cases and then tailored to accept operationally available input parameters, to produce the most readily used product within an acceptable
amount of man and/or computer time, and to disseminate and display the product in the optimum form at
the correct time.
These models can become custom tailored to the
point that they are very difficult to entirely understand.
The basic principles and physics of the model are
often easier to decipher from explanations of an earlier
stage of the model. It is essential that checks be performed and documented to show what changes in basic
principles, physics and accuracy are introduced during
development of the operational version of the model
(Shuman et al, 1969).
4. Future operational models

In speculating about the role of models in weather forecasting in the next decade, developments that appear to
be technically feasible will be discussed first. Consideration will then be given to which of the potential
developments are likely to be realized in view of funding requirements and the organizational structure of
the weather services.
a. Routine (general usage) models. The clouds and
precipitation in global long range models will be
treated so as to yield the proper dynamic effects in the
model rather than to provide directly useful sensible
weather forecasts. Therefore climatological rather than
meteorological results will be obtained either by judicious parameterization or by direct specification. Intermediate range forecast models will predict clouds as
well as precipitation dynamically and will provide confidence limits or probabilities statistically.
The shorter term forecasts will be based on fine mesh
models which will output trajectories as well as sensible
weather forecasts. The trajectories will then be used in
the field to infer cyclonic scale effects on observed mesoscale developments thereby updating and refining the
cyclonic scale forecasts. Routine short term forecasts will
utilize communication advances, the increased physical
understanding of the meteorologist, and statistical models for accounting for the routine effects of local topography and other interface characteristics.
b. Special request models. Since many important forecast problems arise infrequently, special models will be
made available upon request only. The request may go
to a specialized consultant or may be handled by remote
input-output access to time-sharing computers. This computer will have libraries of special purpose dynamic,
kinematic and statistical models as well as access to computers that process current data and forecasts. Special
requests for long range probability forecasts will be forwarded to specialized consultants who will generate the
answer by computer processing of climatological data
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and possibly modify the results in view of other long
range forecast techniques.
Meteorologist-customer relations will become more
intimate as highly specialized problems are attacked.
The meteorologist will understand his customer's problem and will tailor his product to meet the requirement.
The customer will understand how to use the product
and why more detailed answers and narrower confidence
limits are unavailable. Because of the effort and cost of
such services, only important problems and key decision
makers will receive these services and directly or indirectly pay for them.
As operational weather modification becomes more
common, more specialized services and instrumentation
will be devoted to evaluating the suitability of conditions for modification.
To substantially improve mesoscale and short term or
detailed forecasts will require a special test project. Such
a project was recommended by an ad hoc group established in March 1966 by the Interdepartmental Committee for Applied Meteorological Research (ICAMR). That
recommendation was summarized and expanded upon
by a full-time task team (ICAMR, 1966). Such a project
will delineate the relative importance of factors influencing weather and will demonstrate the extent to
which detailed forecasts are possible.
c. Reference (background; statistical) models. These
models include relevant educational and research models adapted as background material for the applied meteorologists. Descriptive models will realistically combine
empirical models with physical explanations and will
stress the relative importance of different factors depending upon the circumstance. Results of controlled
numerical experiments with systematically changed conditions will show the sensitivity of weather development
to initial conditions. The results will be organized to
show what parameters are critical under certain circumstances as well as what range of possible outcomes can
occur within the limits of the initial observations.
Reference models will also include statistical probability tables on a climatological basis, under different synoptic conditions and under different initial conditions
(persistence probability). Model results showing effects
of localized conditions, such as height, slope and vegetation, will be used to permit the applied meteorologists
to roughly extrapolate from more general forecasts to
very specific forecasts. Certain more general corrections
for localized conditions will be produced upon request
from the computer terminal.
d. Communication models. Efficient data processing,
communication and display techniques will continue to
be essential for an efficient weather service and for improving the quality and usefulness of short term forecasts. The current use of remote display of radar data
on a television set (Bigler, 1969) will be expanded to include the latest digitally processed radar and synchronous
satellite data. Furthermore, motion picture presentation
of past and predicted weather and weather chart pat-

terns will provide an efficient and dynamic form of
weather briefing for the meteorologist and the experienced customers.
The form in which the customer is provided with
weather information is critical to its usefulness. Improvements to come will include not only specialized forecasts but specialized and oftentimes computer generated
forecast formats.
e. Impact of task priorities and organizational structure. Having viewed the technically feasible, we now
shall consider the realistically probable developments.
Where needs are greatest and where financial support
can be obtained, the advances can be achieved but they
will be costly. Customer demand will be for improved
storm, severe weather and terminal forecasting and for
specialized services. Applied researchers will press for
support in numerical modelling and a trial mesoscale
forecast project. Highly skilled personnel will seek the
challenging jobs where efforts are underway to make
substantial improvements.
Provisions will have to be made for the customer to
obtain specialized services either from a general or a
specialized consultant. The meteorologists will require
access to specialized consultants, specialized information
and a computer terminal linked to computers with specialized programs on call. In line with Scorer's (1968)
emphasis on the value of . . seeing the mechanisms
in action . . . it will remain essential for the meteorologist to be personally familiar with the problems
he advises on and not become isolated in the weather
central to which he is assigned.
5. Development of man's role in weather
forecasting

A preoccupation with utilization of advanced machine
technology and long-range forecasting dominated plans
for operational meteorology in the 1970's presented at
the 1969 Meteorological Technical Exchange Conference. However, short-term weather forecasting could
advance markedly in the next decade if the necessary
research and management support is provided to the
forecaster. To insure that his is an effective, contributing role the individual forecaster must receive continuing education, access to special computer routines, and
the time and responsibility for applying his knowledge
to special forecast problems. Without support from research and management, the forecaster's morale will decline as his tasks become more mechanical, qualified students with an interest in weather will be dissuaded from
the forecasting profession and new scientific knowledge
will not be put to use.
Programs have not been initiated that will fully develop the forecaster's ability to use his intelligence to
exploit scientific and technological advances. The challenge of rapidly incorporating knowledge of physical
6

6 Proceedings of the 1969 Meteorological Technical Exchange Conference, 14-17 July, USAF Academy, Air Weather
Service Technical Report No. 217.
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processes into forecasts of a wide variety of special phenomena under a wide range of poorly defined conditions
requires utilization of a highly motivated person supported by optional mechanical aids. Certainly a mechanized forecast system is easier for the system designer
to program and the system manager to manage, but can
the user afford the loss of a compassionate man's ability
to deal in a physically realistic manner with innumerable special problems?
This is a plea for consideration by the research and
management communities of the needs of the short-term
weather forecaster and the users of such specialized forecasts. Plans are outlined for a concerted effort to furnish
the research, development and training needed to realize
the potential advances in short-term forecasting. This
program would stimulate the field forecaster, attract
highly motivated and qualified students to the field and
supply the customer with the services that advances in
science and technology can support. The importance
and magnitude of the task and future funding limitations, necessitate achievement of complete interagency
cooperation.
It is proposed that the National Meteorological Application Center, as outlined in Fig. 2, be established to
NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATION
CENTER
Science—Mesometeorological
Research Organization
+

Technology—Technique
Development and Evaluation Program
+
Education—Advanced Operational Techniques Institute
I
Progress—Doing what can be done together.
FIG. 2. Outline of the proposed interagency organization to
advance short-term and small-scale weather forecasting.

rapidly expand and implement knowledge of small scale
and sensible weather phenomena. This center would
be directed by a board composed of representatives from
interested agencies, universities and industries to provide financing and establish priorities. The center would
be staffed by a permanent cadre of meteorologists and
supporting personnel. Agency coordinators and task
teams would work at the center utilizing its facilities to
solve problems peculiar to that agency. Special joint
programs and tasks of limited duration would be conducted by the center. Visiting scientists would work with
the center, contributing and improving their knowledge
in specialized areas. Summer programs would expose and
enthuse students with the latest methods and challenges
in weather forecasting. Operational meteorologists would
receive advanced training in operational forecasting
techniques from short courses at the center, correspondence courses, and briefing teams and training aids sent
to weather stations. In essence, the center would develop and maintain the up-to-date Compendium of Applied Meteorology in loose-leaf format.

The Mesometeorological Research Organization would
conduct field programs and do applied research. Such an
organization has been recognized as essential for significant advances in mesometeorology by several planning
commissions in past years (ICAMR, 1967). Unfortunately, the agencies have not agreed upon a program
suitable to all their needs and within acceptable budgetary limitations. As part of the Application Center, the
Research Organization would contribute directly to operational technique development.
The Technique Development and Evaluation Program would tailor scientific and technological advances
for operational implementation. This program would
utilize computer-to-computer communication with the
operational data bank, forecast, and climatic center computers. Forecast techniques could, therefore, be used
on an experimental basis in the operational environment until their weaknesses are removed and their value
proven. Proven techniques would then be passed on
to the operational forecasters through the training
institute.
The Advanced Operational Techniques Institute
would have the flexibility required for providing instruction in the latest specialized techniques. Completion of instruction would be accepted as evidence of
mastery of the latest available operational information.
The research, development and visiting personnel
would all participate in the instructional program and
would be challenged and stimulated by the questions
and ideas from the students, who would be the immediate consumers of the center's products.
Interagency participation is essential to provide an
adequate manpower and financial base for the center
and to permit maximum utilization of the products.
Potential interagency contributions are very large and
could be communicated continually instead of annually
at the Technical Exchange Conferences. Many agencies
face the same meteorological problems or problems
that are physically inseparable. Future weather services
will use common forecast systems as they now use common data collection systems. An interagency research,
development and training center will hasten successful
interagency forecast systems and progress will proceed
at a rate that can only be achieved by doing what can
be done together.
6. Summary and conclusions

Modelling has historically been an essential tool of science for rendering tractable the complexities of nature.
More recently numerical and statistical models have
been added to the familiar synoptic and dynamic models, Sutcliffe (1952) has warned that models can be
treacherous in wooing the forecaster into a feeling of
comprehension before the data have been adequately
considered. Scorer (1968) notes that models are very
narrow in scope, they can be applied only after careful
examination of the situation, and they lead to an appreciation . . of the origin of the endless variety of
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situations we find." The operational meteorologist has
the responsibility for the intelligent application of the
variety of types of models discussed in this paper. To
fulfill this responsibility in the face of numerous new
models that are not necessarily tailored to his desires,
the applied meteorologist must continually update his
training and properly understand the potential roles
of these models.
Descriptive models combine in a simplified but clear
fashion the essential characteristics of atmospheric structures and processes as deduced from both empirical evidence and theoretical reasoning. Dynamic models utilize
powerful methods of mathematical deduction and capitalize upon the obedience of nature to basic physical
laws to provide a firmer understanding of specific phenomena.
Numerical models of physical processes permit quantitative evaluation of a wide range of events. Indeed,
they can reveal details that cannot be directly or accurately observed. Much remains to be done in communicating the results and implications of numerical experiments to the applied meteorologist.
Statistical models are essential for the specification
of confidence limits on forecasts to increase their usefulness. Statistical methods can also treat phenomena
that lie beyond the scope or outside the province of
deterministic physical models. The integration of statistical and dynamic models within a rational physical
framework is as important as the integration of synoptic
and dynamic models.
In interpreting a model it is important to consider
the principal use for which it was designed. Educational
models frequently introduce or stress one factor or concept and are more schematic than realistic; their intent
and therefore their role is to provide a background of
basic concepts. Research models are often highly specialized to examine the role of a specific mechanism which
may or may not be the dominant mechanism in a real
situation. Only by patiently accumulating and integrating knowledge from a number of specific models can a
person interpret a complex situation and understand
the dominant factors in that particular situation. The
adaptation of operational models to data and manpower
limitations can blur their physical basis. The output is
tailored to meet certain user requirements and communication limitations and the result may be a compromise
between the desires of different users.
Future models used by applied meteorologists will
be a compromise between the technically feasible and
the practically realizable. Where the problems are more
urgent and the funds more available, progress will be
more rapid. Routine numerical models will become
more detailed as modelling and computer technology
advances. Subsidiary output such as trajectories and
probabilities will become more common. Improvements
in communications, physical understanding and statistical inclusion of local effects will improve short term
detailed forecasts.

Substantial improvements can be anticipated from
the use of specialized models as special situations arise.
Remote access to time sharing computers and to specialized consultants will greatly augment the capability
of the field forecaster. Giving special, personal attention
to special user requirements will increase the accuracy
and the utilization of specialized information, assuming the needs or the funds of the customer permit such
special consideration. Operational weather modification
programs, for example, will require special attention to
determine the suitability of the techniques and conditions for weather modification. A special test and evaluation project should be established to demonstrate the
potential for sophisticated mesoscale forecasting.
Reference and background material must be provided to the applied meteorologist so that he may gain
physical understanding from improved educational and
research models. Materials should be available to adapt
a more general forecast to local influences at a specific
spot. Results of systematic numerical experiments should
show the dominant factors in different situations and
the range of possible outcomes from initial conditions
defined within the limit of available observations.
Communication advances will permit graphic transmission of digitally processed radar and synchronous
satellite data and the dynamic (motion picture) display
of weather maps and forecasts. Customers will receive
information in clear and graphic forms tailored to their
needs.
These improved models and techniques will challenge
the meteorologists to keep up to date in specialized
areas. The weather services will have the responsibility
for providing the necessary training and a stimulating
work environment that will permit special consideration to be given to special problems. Field personnel
must have access to special computer models and to specialized consultants. Customers too must have information on and access to special services.
There are many challenges and opportunities facing
the research community in addition to the needs of
operational meteorology. It is very possible that the
field forecaster and his customers will not see the potential advances discussed in this paper realized in the
1970's. The system managers may concentrate on advances that can be implemented by machines and phase
out the forecaster instead of supplying him with the
training and research support necessary for him to realize his potential. Should this result be permitted to
occur, the core of the meteorological profession and the
customer of specialized weather forecasts will go unserved by science as automation will provide demoralization rather than inspiration. The highly educated scientists, the system managers and those customers who
need only the computer products will then be the only
beneficiaries of the machine age.
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necrology
Howard Harvey Hanks, Jr.
1928-1969

Howard H. Hanks, Jr., meteorologist with Weather Corporation of America, St. Louis, Mo., died in the collision of a
commercial airliner and a
private aircraft near Indianapolis, Ind., September 9,
1969. Mr. Hanks was completing a business trip and
returning from Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Born in Reedley, Calif.,
Mr. Hanks joined the Air
Force in 1946 and served as
weather observer and rawinsonde operator until 1949.
He then entered Oklahoma
State University and after
two years transferred to
Florida State University,
where he received a B.S. in

meteorology in 1953 and an M.S. in meteorology in 1955.
He then became a Weather Bureau meteorologist at Wichita
and Kansas City, doing research in the Severe Local Storms
Center and serving in the Kansas City Severe Storm Forecast
unit. He joined Midwest Weather Service in 1958 in Kansas
City and was engaged in industrial weather forecasting, research on applied meteorological problems, and radio and
television weathercasting. He was one of the original members of Midwest Service and was also an instructor in meteorology at the University of Kansas. He transferred to
Weather Corporation of America in 1968, serving as vicepresident with capability and with his usual devotion to
his work.
Mr. Hanks joined the American Meteorological Society in
1954 and was one of the few Certified Consulting Meteorologists to hold both the radio and television Seals of Approval.
He also served on the board of industrial meteorology.
Survivors include his wife Jean; daughters, Valerie and
Pamela; parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hanks, Sr.; brothers,
Paul, John, Richard and James; and sister, Mrs. Lloyd
Stogsdill.—Eugene C. Grueber.
(More necrology on page 1027)
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